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GWI Education Committee 
Biographical Data Form 

 
 
Your completed form must reach GWI Headquarters no later than 21 February 2019. 
Please complete the form electronically and send it, together with a colour passport-sized photograph in jpg 
format and preferably 150 resolution, to nominations2019@gwi.graduatewomen.org .  

 

1. Nominated for: Education Committee 

  Please select only one option and mark with an “X” 

 as Convener  

  Convener and Member x 

  Member  

    

2. 

National federation 
or association or 
independent 
member: 

GWNZ 

    

3. Family name: Gillett 

  Please select only one option and mark with an “X” 

 Title: Professor  

  Dr x 

  Mrs  

  Miss  

  Ms  

    

 Other names: Shirley Anne 

    

4. Postal address: 
(including city, 
country and postal 
code) 

164 Maitland Street, City Rise, Dunedin, 9016 

    

5. Telephone: 006434774935 

 Mobile Phone: 0064211180326 

 Skype address shirleygillett 

 LinkedIn Profile  

    

6. E-mail 1: shirley.gillett@otago.ac.nz 

 E-mail 2: shirleygillettnz@gmail.com 
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7. Age: Please select only one option and mark with an “X” 

  Under 30  

  30 – 39  

  40 – 49  

  50 – 59  

  60 – 69 x 

  70 or over  

    

8. Mother tongue: English 

   

9. Knowledge of languages:  

 Please select one option in each row to describe your competence and mark with an “X” 

  Excellent Good Limited None 

 Ability to speak English x    

 Ability to understand spoken English x    

 Ability to read English x    

 Ability to write English x    

   

 

Other languages: 
Please indicate 
degree of fluency 

French to an average level as second language 
Maori to a limited level 

    

10. Computer skills:   

 Please select the most applicable options and mark with an “X”  

 Full working knowledge of the Microsoft Office suite and access to it x 

 Considerable experience sending email and using the internet and Skype x 

 Some experience sending email and using the internet and Skype  

 Limited experience sending email and using the internet and Skype  

 No experience sending email and using the internet and Skype  

    

11. Internet Access:   

 Please select only one option and mark with an “X”  

 Regular access to email and Skype at home or at work x 

 Limited access to email and Skype at home or at work  

    

12. Education:   

 Please complete details of your qualifications below 

 University Degree 
Year 

Awarded 
Field of Study 

 
University of 
Auckland 

Bsc 1974 
Psychology and maths 

 
North shore Teachers 
College 

Dip 
teaching(hons) 

1975 
Teacher education training 

 University of Otago MA 1996 Education 

 University of Otago PhD 2002 Education 
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13. Professional field 
and/or present 
occupation: 

Education(Academic University of Otago) 
University Tutor Education.  
Classroom teacher(primary) 

    

14. GWI Basics:   

 Please select one option in each row to describe your competence and mark with an “X” 

  Yes No 

 I have read the GWI Constitution By-laws x  

 I have read the Terms of Reference for the Board  x  

 I have read the Terms of Reference for the GWI Committees  x  

 
 

 

15. Skills and experience in the following areas: 
(a) research and preparation of resource material for individuals or groups  
(b) organization of seminars & workshops  
(c) design and moderation of member email discussions and blogs 
(d) If standing as Convener: Skills and experience in chairing meetings and managing 

Committee tasks. 
Limit 500 words 

  
a) I have skills and experience in research through writing a PhD and publishing papers in 

scholarly journals. Also through successfully chairing the Education Resource Kit 

committee for IFUW (2011-2014) where the end product was an online resource kit. As 

a Teaching Fellow I have produced University Course books particularly for a course 

called How People Learn(stage 2). Being part of Educom I was involved in writing the 

“gender equity” resource kit with Hazel Bowen(2018).  

b) I have organised many seminars and workshops for students at Otago University and 

also a workshop at Istanbul on Women and Governance(with Louise Croot) and I 

presented a workshop on Women, Sport and Equality at IFUW conference (Mexico 

City). At Women’s Worlds (2014) I was organiser, motivator and Chair of a group 

workshop presentation in Hyderabad, on empowerment for Women. I have also used 

these skills in my position as VP, and CIR of GWO for the past 6 years and president 

for the past two years. 

c) In setting up a Twinning project with Sierra Leone through the official Twinning GWI 

programme I used skills of organisation and moderation of material and email group 

discussion and skype meetings. 

            In my role as club captain for club hockey I organise 5 teams through email          

communications and have run a blog for 6 years.  

 

d) Through being President of GWO(2016-18) and  a trustee on other boards I have 

gained the experience of chairing meetings and of managing committee tasks.. I have 

headed up several committees in project work such as the education resource group; 

coordinating role in the Hyderabad group; the Sierra Leone project; and the Guinness 

Record project(Otago hockey) where I have coordinated a diverse group of people with 

successful outcomes. I have been in the role of CIR (branch) for 5 years and now am 

national CIR for GWNZ. 
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16. Experience or knowledge of the United Nations, its specialized agencies and their national 
commissions and skills in advocacy for human rights of girls and women. 
Limit 200 words  

 I attended CSW(New York) each year from 2015 -2018 as part of the GWI delegation.  There 

I attended many meetings thereby learning about procedures, advocacy, women’s rights and 

policies in particular. I also attended workshops on advocacy and  Convention on the 

Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (1979).  

 

Additionally I have visited the Hague on a number of occasions where my son works for the 

UN and while there I attended hearings, watched procedures and gained insights into political 

workings through observing and discussions with him and his colleagues. 

 

I have written and attended papers from the policies of the UN on Women and Sport and the 

gender issues and human rights inherent in this and have advocated for women in sport using 

UN materials. In 2014 I presented a pecha kucha at an event to celebrate the “Day of the Girl 

Child” referring to the principles set out in CEDAW (1979), which is the cornerstone of all 

United Nation's women's rights programs. 

 

Joining in with the webinars presented by CSW in particular theose on the UN and advocacy 

have given me knowledge of the workings  and some specialised agencies. 

I would value some specialised training in this area of the UN and in advocacy. 

 

    

17. Please describe your specific, measurable, achievable, realistic and time-bound (SMART) 
objectives for this position and the contribution you believe you can make if elected or 
appointed. 
Limit 200 words 
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 My objectives for this committee role would be: 

 

By the end of my first year to have an established relationship with the team and Board and to 

have listened and contributed to the direction and action theme for the triennium measured by 

sharing feedback and reflections from the meetings. 

 

By the end of the second year aim to have collated the ideas and organized  the action plan for 

possible implementation with guidelines and resource material. There would be several 

touchstones during that year, the specific orientation and details being dependent on the first 

year’s group plans. It would be good to relate education to specific countries in a pragmatic 

way. It would be good to get the membership involved with taking workshops around the 

world to branch meetings and responding by contributing to a workbook. 

  

By halfway through the third year I would be expecting to have that completed and by the end 

a reflection of the process and description of the communications established with 

international and intergovernmental bodies. 

 
If Convenor my SMART would also include to have two or three active projects up and 

running such as a discussion group, a workshop or resource kit, and one further new idea that 

has not been done before that the Board was happy with.  

 
 

 

18. (If standing for Convener) What do you see as the role of the convener?  
Limit 200 words 

 I see the role as primarily developing very good relationships within the educom since as the 

saying goes” Team work makes the dream work”. 

I see the role including other intersecting aspects including: 

Motivator 

Organiser of people(via emails) 

Having ideas and vision 

Leading 

Encourager 

Providing feedback by reflecting back to the committee 

Bringing out the best in each member 

Finding the tasks for the members that best use their strengths 

Taking overall responsibility for the success of the final product and process  

 

 

  

20. Other relevant skills and experience (volunteer and professional) from the last 10 years 
relevant to this position 
Limit 200 words 
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 The gender resource kit I contributed as an educom member where I wrote the introduction 

plus the defining terms and also created and wrote up the workshop.  

 

Writing and presented a pescha kusha for the Day of the Girl Child 

Some desktop publishing tools where I have created certificates, brochures, flyers, and 

programmes.  

 

My ongoing tutoring in the subject of education has meant I am now a very skilled copy editor 

and have a good eye for critquing online work and have gained writing skills.  

 

My classroom teaching give me direct experience of and knowledge into the current New 

Zealand curriculum and the grassroots of school teaching. Each day in the classroom is an 

educational and curriculum design experience in itself. 

 

For the Boards I am on I have to attend 2 ZOOM meetings per month and this has given me 

the skills of virtual group work 

 

Whats App – I am now using this successfully with most of the groups I am involved with. 

This is a communication method that is highly relevant to Educom. 

As a team coach(field hockey) over these ten years I have gained people based skills. 

 

AS CIR I convened the writing of a resolution on: DIVERSITY IN TEACHER EDUCATION 

AS A POSITIVE CONTRIBUTION TO AN EQUITABLE EDUCATION(2019) 
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Commitment to GWI 
 

It is extremely important that all members standing for the GWI Board of Officers and Committees 
understand that this involves much more than a commitment to attend meetings. In signing the 
declaration below, you are promising that you are willing and able to work on a regular basis 
throughout the year with your colleagues via e-mail and skype and to take responsibility and be 
accountable for individual assignments. In the case of the Board of Officers and Committee 
Conveners, the workload is substantial and requires at least three to five hours per week. Board 
and Committee Members who do not fulfil their commitment may be relieved of their positions. 
 
Declaration: 
I have read carefully the description of the position for which I am standing and believe that I have 
the experience necessary to perform the duties. If elected or appointed, I certify that I am able 
and prepared to: 
 
1. attend all scheduled face to face, Skype or other electronic meetings of the Education 

Committee and any other ad hoc groups to which I am appointed;  
2. attend the General Assembly and GWI Conference;  
3. participate fully in these meetings, which are conducted in English;  
4. participate fully in the work between meetings of the Education Committee and any other ad 

hoc groups to which I am appointed, including reading material and preparing reports in 
English;  

5. participate regularly in all e-mail and Skype discussions with my colleagues and GWI 
Headquarters and to answer all questions and requests for input within a reasonable amount 
of time; and  

6. fulfil any individual tasks I am assigned in a timely manner. 
 
 
I am aware that GWI reimburses no more than 30% of the return tourist or economy air fare and 
CHF 30 for visas to Committee Members, no more than 50% (and CHF 50 for visas) to Conveners 
and Assistant Treasurers, and 90% (and CHF 90 for visas) to Board Members, and that no allowance 
is paid for hotel, food or other costs, other than accommodation for the President. 
 
In typing or writing my name and date in the space below, I am certifying that all of the information 
provided on this form is accurate and that I fully understand and am ready and able to make the 
commitment outlined above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Signature: Shirley Gillett_________________________   
Date: ___18/02/2019_________________________ 
 
 


